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Full control of light intensity by beam shaping 
 

K.-H. Brenner 
 
 

Beam shaping is commonly used to transform a given 
intensity distribution into a different, desired intensity 
distribution. Applications of one-dimensional (rotationally 
symmetric) beam shaping [1,2] are typically in the area of 
high power lasers and optical illumination systems. Unlike 
one-dimensional beam-shaping, which  leads to a simple 
differential equation, which can be integrated in a straight 
forward manner, the two-dimensional beam shaping 
problem leads to a nonlinear Monge-Ampere type equation, 
for which numerical solutions [3] are difficult to obtain. 
Recently, we have generalized the equations for optical 
beam shaping with two surfaces, derived a nonlinear 
Monge-Ampere type differential equation, which became 
solvable with the shifted-base-function (SBF) approach [4]. 

 
In an optical implementation, beam shaping can be 

realized by diffractive, by reflective or refractive optics. In 
fig. 1, we consider a refractive system in a telescopic 
geometry. The input medium and the output medium are 
assumed to have the same refractive index, here denoted by 

1n . The intermediate medium with a thickness of D on the 

optical axis has a refractive index of 2n . The input and 

output coordinates are distinguished by small and large 
letters.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Geometry for general two-dimensional beam  
shaping in a refractive telescopic arrangement. 

 
Any beam shaping problem can be decomposed into a 

sequence of two tasks: 1) to find the mapping M of the input 
coordinates (x,y) to the output coordinates (X,Y)  and 2) the  
calculation of the optical surfaces, required to achieve this 
task. With respect to the second task, we found an analytic 
expression for finding the surface z from the mapping M: 

 

( ) ( )
( )
( )2 2 2 2

,1
,1 1

x

y

z x x y

z y x yDν ν

� �� �
= � �� � � �

� � � �− + −

�

�
�

      (1) 

 
This equation relates the beam shift x X x∆ = − , 
y Y y∆ = −  to the gradient of the front surface z. 1 2/n nν =  

is the index ratio. The back surface Z can be determined 
uniquely using the constant path length condition. From the 
gradient, the surface can be determined easily by SBF-
integration [4]. 

With respect to the first task, we use a far field 
approximation of eq. 1, which is sufficiently accurate, if the 
beam shift is small compared to the separation D, and 
express it in the form: 

1

1
z S

ν⊥∇ ≅ ∇
−

   (2) 

 
With this, the beam shaping requirement can be expressed 

as a Monge-Ampere-type second order differential equation 
for S: 

( ) ( )( ) ( )2
1 0, 1 1 ,x y xx yy xyI x S y S S S S I x y� �+ + ⋅ + + − =	 A   (3) 

 
It relates the second order partial derivatives of S to the 
input intensity 0I  and the desired output intensity 1I . For 

solving this equation, we have developed a local 
optimization algorithm, which finds an acceptable numerical 
solution in less than 50 iterations. 

 
As an example, we considered a Gaussian input illumi-

nation (fig 2, left) which is to be transformed into an image 
of the letter B. For verification, the result (fig. 2 right) was 
obtained by an independent calculation using Monte Carlo 
ray tracing through the surfaces z and Z. 

 

   
 

Fig. 2: left: Gaussian input distribution and reference positions of 
the SBF-approximation, right: Intensity obtained by Monte-Carlo 

ray trace with mapped positions 
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Parallel image scanning with binary phase gratings 
 

R. Buschlinger, K.-H. Brenner 
 
 

Microscopy applications like in system biology or in 
industrial inspection generate an increasing demand for 
high-speed imaging techniques. An approach to satisfy this 
demand is spatial parallelization of the imaging system. In 
the case of wide-field imaging, the scan time depends on the 
ratio of lens diameter to field of view of each individual 
imaging system. To minimize the scan time, the number of 
lenses has to be maximized and therefore the size of the 
imaging systems has to be minimized. 

 
Recently, we have developed a novel approach for parallel 

image scanning, whereby the intensity peaks are generated 
by a binary phase grating instead of a lens array. These 
binary phase gratings in a special configuration generate 
sharp spots for grating periods down to 3 wavelengths [1]. 
This was observed also experimentally. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Intensity in the x-z-plane behind a 2D-grating.  
Units are in microns  

 
Compared to micro lenses, such gratings can be easily 

manufactured and enable a high degree of miniaturization 
The diameter of the focal spot is not restricted by a 

numeric aperture according to Abbe's law and can be used to 
scan specimens with many spots simultaneously. Due to the 
high degree of parallelism, the imaging speed can be 
increased significantly.  

 
In order to analyze, which grating configurations are 

practical for generating intensity patterns with distinct spots, 
the intensity on the optical axis was calculated for different 
z-positions and for a range of gratings with different fill 
factors using both, scalar diffraction theory and rigorous 
diffraction theory. A high intensity in the resulting plot is an 
indicator for the existence of a focal spot. With this method, 
optimum spot generation was predicted for fill factors, 
which lie on a straight line. Such a plot is shown in fig. 2. 
The horizontal axis shows the z-position in units of the 
Talbot length Tz . Due to symmetries, the plot is only shown 

for a quarter of the Talbot length. The vertical axis shows 
the fill factor ranging from zero to one. The light 
distribution clearly exhibits a fractal behaviour. For the 
focussing condition in fig. 1, we chose a fill factor of ~ 0.7 
at a focussing distance of ~ 0.12 Tz . The absolute value of 

the grating period also plays an important role, since smaller 
periods reduce the number of propagating modes. As a 

result, the plot in fig. 2 appears more blurred and the 
tolerances for fabrication a focusing grating are thus more 
relaxed. For smaller grating periods, we also observed an 
increase in effective numerical aperture, but also an increase 
of the bias amplitudes. 

 

 
Fig. 2: left: Gaussian input distribution and reference positions of 

the SBF-approximation, right: Intensity obtained by Monte-Carlo 
ray trace with mapped positions 

 
In an imaging application, only one spot plane should 

contribute to the detected information in each scanning step. 
If a specimen is placed inside one of the focal planes of a 
binary phase grating, its light transmission properties at the 
position of the spot can be measured in a detection plane 
behind the specimen. Figure 3 shows the result from a 
simulation using an absorber with a diameter of 1/8 of the 
detector pixel size. The period of the grating, 10P λ= � 
matches the period of the detector array. The resolution 
obtained is approx. 1/5 of the detector pixel size.  
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Fig. 3. Integrated detector intensity when an absorbing  
spot is scanned through the focal plane. 

 

 
References: 
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Vector wave propagation method (VWPM) 
An extension to the wave propagation method 

 

M. Fertig, K.-H. Brenner 
 
 

We have extended the scalar wave propagation method 
(WPM) to vector fields. The WPM [1] has been introduced 
in 1993 in order to over-come the mayor limitations of the 
beam propagation method (BPM). The BPM is a paraxial 
light propagation method for the simulation of inhomo-
geneous media. Due to the paraxial approximation, its main 
application is in the simulation of wave guides. With the 
WPM, the range of applications could be extended from the 
simulation of waveguides to simulation of conventional 
optical elements like lenses and gratings. In [1] it was 
demonstrated that the (scalar) WPM provides valid results 
for propagation angles up to 85 degrees. Here, we extend the 
WPM to 3D vectorial fields by considering the polarization 
dependent Fresnel coefficients of amplitudes for trans-
mission in each propagation step. Like in the WPM, we start 
with a plane wave expansion of the field at z = 0, which is 
the starting point at layer m 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) 2
, , expm m i d⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥= ⋅ −��E k E r k r r�  (1) 

 
Unlike the WPM, we now consider the vectorial properties 

of the wave. The z-component is not needed for this step, 

since ( )m ⊥E k�  must satisfy the Maxwell equations. The 

transfer at the interface between layer m and m+1 is 
described by the Fresnel equations. These can be reformu-
lated into a linear transformation 

 

( ) ( ) ( ), 1 , 1 ,,m m m m⊥ + ⊥ + ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥= ⋅E k M r k E k� �  (2) 

 
The next step treats the propagation of a single plane wave 

component in an inhomogeneous layer  
 

( ) ( ) ( )( ), 1 , 1 1' , exp ,m m miφ⊥ + ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ + ⊥ + ⊥ ⊥= ⋅E r k E k r k� �  (3) 

 
Due to the inhomogeneity of the medium, the propagation 

phase is dependent on both, position and direction. In the 
final step, the propagated wave amplitudes are summed up.  

 

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

2

1 1 2' , exp
2

m m

d
i

π
⊥

+ ⊥ + ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥= ⋅��
k

E r E r k k r�     (4) 

For homogeneous media, this step has the form of a 
Fourier back-transformation. In the inhomogeneous case, 

however, ( ), 1' ,m⊥ + ⊥ ⊥E r k� is dependent also on position. 

Therefore, an inverse Fourier transformation cannot be 
applied. We verify the validity of this approach by 
transmission through a prism and by comparison with the 
focal distribution from vectorial Debye theory. The 
simulation provides the correct amplitudes and deflection 
angle according to electromagnetic theory.  

 
 

Fig. 1: Electric field intensity of a Gaussian beam  
propagating though a prism  

 
Fig. 2 shows the amplitude distribution of a plane wave 

passing through an ideal focussing lens with a numeric 
aperture of 0.85. The focal distribution agrees perfectly with 
the results from vectorial Debye theory. 
 

 
 

Unlike rigorous methods, which are only able to simulate 
small volumes, the VWPM, due to the decomposition into 
separate layers can also simulate much larger volumes and is 
therefore a suitable tool between the macroscopic and the 
microscopic world. 
 

 
References: 
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717, (2010) 
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Inverse method for the  
characterization of 2D-diffraction gratings 

 

B. Trauter, J. Hetzler*, K.-H. Brenner 
 
 

Diffraction gratings are used in a wide range of 
applications. An accurate characterization is necessary to 
ensure a high quality of the element. Because grating 
periods decrease down to a few hundreds of nanometers, 
optical microscopy reaches its limits, if grating parameters 
like grating height or fill factor should be determined with 
high accuracy. Only methods like Atomic Force Microscopy 
or Scanning Electron Microscopy offer the necessary 
precision but also suffer from some disadvantages. We 
analyzed an inverse method which is similar to 
scatterometry, often used for the inspection of semi-
conductor structures. The method allows the determination 
of the grating parameters of a two-dimensional diffraction 
grating by measuring the diffraction efficiency of several 
diffraction orders. By use of a rigorous calculation method, 
we can numerically solve the inverse grating diffraction 
problem and determine the grating shape out of the 
diffraction orders.  
 

Method Resolution Disadvantages 
Microscope 100 nm Resolution insufficient 
AFM 10 nm Non-optical method, 

Local method, Tip size 
limits 3D resolution 

Electron  
Microscope 

1 nm Non-optical method, 
Local method, Grating 
needs to be prepared 

Grating  
reconstruction 

few nm Indirect method 
No local measurement 
possible 

 
Table 1: Comparison of different measurement techniques 

 
The method is based on the comparison of measured and 

calculated diffraction efficiencies. Through minimizing the 
differences by means of an optimization algorithm, the 
grating parameters can be determined. 

 
For the measurement the diffraction grating is being 

measured under different illumination settings (for example 
at different wavelengths). A detector determines the relative 
intensity (i.e. the diffraction efficiency) of a certain 
diffraction order.  

On a Computer, the diffraction efficiencies for a certain 
grating model are being calculated. An optimization 
algorithm varies the grating parameters as long as the 
calculated efficiencies fit well to the measured ones. For the 
simulation of the grating the Rigorous Coupled Wave 
Analysis (RCWA) was used. 

For a fast calculation of the iteration steps, we used an 
extension of the RCWA that directly provides the 
derivatives of the diffraction efficiency with respect to the 
grating parameters used for the optimization. [1,2] 

width depth

grating 
height

period x

period y
width depth

grating 
height

period x

period y

 
Fig. 1: Model parameters for the test case, a checkerboard pattern 
 

Starting point 
for optimization

optimization target: 
minimal difference

 
 
Comparison AFM Reconstr. Difference 
Fill factor 0.45-0.5 0.47 6.4 % 
Grating 
height 

669 nm 665 nm 0.6 % 

 
Table 2: Comparison of the results for the test case 

 
Table 2 shows a comparison between AFM measurements 

and the grating reconstruction method for two different 
grating parameters, the fill factor and the grating height. The 
results are in good agreement and thus clearly demonstrate 
the validity of the method. 

 
References: 
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[2] B. Trauter, J. Hetzler, K.-H. Brenner, "Inverse method 

for the characterization of two-dimensional diffraction 
gratings", 14th Microoptics Conference, 25.-27.9., 
Brussels, Belgium, Technical Digest, pp 131 (2008). 
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Polarization-independent photodetectors with enhanced re-
sponsivity in a standard Silicon-on-Insulator Complementary 

Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor (CMOS) process 
 
N. Moll*, T. Morf*, M. Fertig**, T. Stöferle*, B. Tr auter, R. F. Mahrt*, J. Weiss*, T. 

Pflüger**, and K.-H. Brenner 
 

Today, the realization of optical chip-to-chip communica-
tion is restricted by the challenges of combining optical 
detectors and light sources with integrated CMOS circuits. 
Although CMOS technologies already offer a wide range of 
intrinsic pn-junctions, that can be used to build a detector, 
the high doping levels of state-of-the-art technologies lead to 
very narrow depletion regions of approximately 50–100nm 
and very high junction capacitances, which severely limit 
the frequency response of such a detector. The small deple-
tion regions also result in a very small responsivity because 
of the limited volume available to absorb photons and gen-
erate charge carriers. 
In this work an optical detector in a silicon-on-insulator 
(SOI) CMOS process was implemented with an approxi-
mately 70–100-nm-thick active Si layer, where under nor-
mal conditions less than 5% of long wavelength light would 
be absorbed. In order to enhance the absorption, a resonant 
feedback structure was introduced to increase the effective 
interaction length. 
The SOI CMOS technology already provides poly-Si gates 
in a grating structure, which can be utilized to provide the 
required feedback for a photodetector at a selected wave-
length (cf. Fig. 1). 
 

 

Fig. 1 
Schematic cross section of 
the grating structure in a 
standard SOI CMOS proc-
ess. The geometric parame-
ters are the grating period a 
and the poly-Si gate width 
a1 (in a metal–oxide–
semiconductor field-effect 
transistor (MOSFET), this 
dimension is referred to as 
the gate length). 

 
By applying a slight p-doping to the active Si channel and 
heavy n- and p-dopings to source and drain, we basically 
implemented the source-drain implant of a negative channel 
field effect transistor (FET), but with a switched polarity on 
one side. The result is a lateral p-i-n diode, where the deple-
tion region forms under the poly gate. 
The photodetector device works by inducing a standing 
wave inside the device when light couples to the second-
order grating. The standing wave is then absorbed by gener-
ating electron-hole pairs in the depletion region under the 
gate, where an electric bias voltage is applied. Thereby an 
electric current is created between the n-and the p-well. 
In order to optimize the design, we performed a 2D finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations. These simula-
tions of 1D gratings clarified, that in order to obtain a po-

larization independent resonance at 650nm, different grat-
ings periods for s- and p-polarization are necessary [1] and 
thus no single 1D grating configuration is sufficient. There-
fore we introduced corrugations perpendicular to the first 
grating to construct a polarization-independent grating. 
For unpolarized light, the total absorption is the average of 
the two absorption values. That way we achieved a total 
absorption of 59% for 650nm wavelength (cf. Fig. 2). 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 
Calculated absorption spectra of the 2D grating as a function of the 
wavelength for both the s- and p-polarization. The grating period 
aTM  is 215 nm, the gate width a1 is 60 nm. The calculated absorp-
tion spectra are functions of the wavelength for five different grat-
ing periods. The other parameters are kept fixed. 
 
The 1D and 2D photodetectors designed were fabricated in a 
standard 45-nm SOI CMOS process. For the characteriza-
tion of the detectors, a mode-locked Ti-sapphire pulse laser 
was used as excitation light source. Further details of the 
experimental setup and results can be found in [1]. 
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Minimal realization of arbitrary optical systems  
defined by ray transfer matrices 

 
 

X. Liu,  K.-H. Brenner 
 
 

Optical systems can be described paraxially by ray transfer 
matrices that specify the relation between paraxial entrance 
rays and exit rays. In this research project, we consider the 
inverse problem: a desired optical system is given by the ray 
transfer matrix, and by means of the matrix decomposition 
we look for the minimal optical realization that consists of 
only lenses and pieces of free-space propagation. 

Summarized and outlined in book [1], similar decomposi-
tions have been studied before but without a restriction to 
these two elements types - lens and propagation, also with-
out an attempt for minimization. As the main results of this 
research, general one-dimensional (1D) optical systems can 
be synthesized with a maximum of four elements and two-
dimensional (2D) optical systems can be synthesized with 
six elements at most. 

One-Dimensional Optical Systems 

Any 1D optical system can be described by a 2x2 symplectic 

matrix ( )A B
C D=M . The two primary elements, lens and 

propagation over a positive distance, exhibit the ray matrices 
L  and P respectively as following 

( ) ( )1 0 1
, 0 ,

1 1 0 1

z
f z

f

� � � �
= > =� � � �−� � � �

L P  

where f denotes focal length and z is positive propagation 
distance. 

The coordinate inversion matrix ( )π = −� I  is introduced 

as an auxiliary element in the decomposition. Its presence 
does not increase the complexity of the optical system. It 
will be located, if present, only at the entrance or exit side of 
systems, which means a 180° rotation of the object or the 
optical detector. Following are the minimal decompositions 
for 1D systems: 
•  0 :B > LPL . If 1A =  (or / and 1D = ), the right (or / 

and left) lens can be omitted. 
•  ( )0 :B π< � LPL . If 1A = −  (or / and 1D = − ), the 

right (or / and left) lens can be omitted. 
•  ( )0 1 or 1: or B A D π= = = − L � L  

•  0 0 0 :B A D A C= ≠ > > PLP  

•  ( )0 0 0 :B A D A C π= ≠ > > � PLP  

•  0 0 0 : orB A D A C= ≠ < ≥ PLPL LPLP  

•  ( ) ( )0 0 0 : orB A D A C π π= ≠ > ≤ � PLPL � LPLP  

The maximal cases include 4 primary elements. 

 

Two-Dimensional Optical Systems 

Any 2D optical system can be described by a 4x4 symplectic 

matrix ( )= A BM C D  with T T=A C C A , T T=B D D B , and 

T T− =AD BC I , where A, B, C, D are 2x2 block matrices 
and I  is the identity matrix. The two primary elements, as-
tigmatic lens and isotropic propagation over a positive dis-
tance, exhibit the ray matrices L  and P respectively as fol-
lowing 

( ) ( )

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 1 0 0

1 0 1 0
0 1 0, , 0 ,

0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1

x y
x

y

z

z
f f z

f

f

� �
� �

� �� �
� �� �− � �= > =� �
� �� �
� �� �� �− � �� �

� �
� �

L P  

where fx and fy denote focal lengths and z is positive propa-
gation distance. 

Coordinate rotation in the lateral plane corresponds to 

( )

cos sin 0 0

sin cos 0 0
,

0 0 cos sin

0 0 sin cos

ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ

ϕ
ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ

� �
� �−� �=
� �
� �� �−� �

R  

which is an additional auxiliary element. Its multiple pres-
ence does not increase the complexity of the optical system 
since it can be implemented practically by rotating the sub-
sequent optical element. 

To determine the optical minimal decomposition, we dis-
tinguish between two cases: 
•  0 :≠B  a maximum of five optical elements (lens and 

propagation) is sufficient for a realization of this matrix 
type:RLRPLPRLR . 

•  0 :=B  a maximum of six optical elements (lens and 

propagation) is sufficient for a realization of this matrix 
type:RLRPLPRLRP . 

Decomposition of 2D systems thus consists of a maximum 
of  six primary elements. 
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New method for rigorous simulation of local absorption in 
periodic structures 

 
 

M. Auer, K.-H. Brenner 
 
For computer-aided optimization of lithography, photo-

detectors and photovoltaic elements, precise mathematical 
models of the underlying physical absorption processes are 
indispensable. Nevertheless, in most cases, the standard 
tools for optimization of light efficiency in photo-sensitive 
materials only consider the intensity distribution in these 
devices. In the context of lithography, for example, the resist 
exposure is proportional to the amount of energy, which is 
absorbed in a finite volume element. In photodetector 
design, the location of photon-electron generation plays an 
important role for the responsivity of the photodiode, 
because only those electrons, which are generated near the 
depletion region, contribute to the photocurrent, while 
electrons generated in other regions mostly contribute to 
local heating. 
 
Starting with Poynting’s theorem, one can derive a formula 
for the quantitative calculation of the ratio of absorbed 
power to incident power in a volume element (V) for an 
illumination with a plane wave according to: 
 

( )( ) ( )
2

20
1

,

1
Ima

i i z V

P k
dV

P k A
ε= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅��� r E r  (1) 

 
The absorbed power thus depends on the imaginary part of 

the permittivity ( )( )Im ε r  at location r . 0k  and ,i zk  refer 

to the vacuum wave number and the z-component of  the 
wave vector of the incident wave, exposing an area A. 1E  

refers to the electric field response inside the material to an 
incident field with unit amplitude. Using the "Rigorous 
Coupled Wave Analysis" (RCWA), a standard method for 
the calculation of diffraction efficiencies, the near-field 
distribution 1E  does not provide the correct absorption 

values in the case of TM-polarization. By modifying the 
field definitions, taking mode truncation into account, we 
have achieved perfect agreement between global absorption 
and integrated local absorption[1]  
 
Based on this result, we also developed a new concept for a 
SOI-CMOS-compatible photodetector [2]. Using this 
technology for photo detection, there are many problems to 
deal with: Ultra thin layers limit the height (about 70nm) of 
the active zone. High doping levels cause narrow depletion 
regions. The assortment of materials is rather limited. 
Furthermore, for wavelengths above 850nm, Silicon is 
almost transparent. 
Our approach utilizes the poly-silicon layer, which usually 
forms the transistor gates, as a resonant grating to 
concentrate the incident light inside the depletion region (cf. 

Fig.1-a,d). Unlike other approaches using Fabry-Perot-
resonances or surface plasmon resonances, our approach 
utilizes lateral resonances. 
In a simulation, grating period and gate width form a two-
dimensional parameter space, which can be scanned 
layerwise for absorption maxima (cf. Fig.1-b,c). By 
realizing a grating with a suitable combination of design 
parameters, we have optimized our design to an absorption 
level of 68.4% in the active channel - in contrast to 2.18% 
absorption obtained without optimization. This corresponds 
to an increase of efficiency by a factor of 31, while staying 
fully CMOS-compatible without any need for additional 
post processing steps. 
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Fig. 1: 
(Polarisation: TE, Wavelength: 850nm) 

•  Geometry of the layer stack and the simulation parameters (a). 
•  Integrated absorption of the grating layer (b) and the active 

layer (c) for a wide range of gate width and period values. 
•  Distribution of local absorption inside the layer stack for three 

parameter combinations (d). 
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Integrated beam splitters for  
parallel microscopy in life science  

 

D. Wohlfeld, E. Slogsnat, K.-H. Brenner 
 
 

High-throughput fluorescence-microscopy is used by 
biologists to define and model gene functions on a genome-
wide scale. Besides high spatial resolution, the imaging 
speed, especially in time-sequence imaging, is an important 
factor. A significant increase in scan speed can be achieved 
by parallelization. The parallelism of microscopy is limited 
by the size of one imaging system and the ratio between lens 
diameter (D) and field of view (FoV) of the objectives. Thus 
miniaturization enables a higher degree of parallelism.  

 

 
Classic 
parallel 

Micro lens 
system 

GRIN-rod lens 
system 

Magnification 10 6.1 4.6 

NA 0.4 0.35 0.35 

Resolution ~ 1 µm ~ 1 µm ~ 1 µm 

Chromatic 
aberration 
correction 

yes no no 

Lens 
diameter 

28 mm 1.2 mm 2 mm 

Field of View 2600 µm 120 µm 400 µm 

Scans for 
total plane 

12 10 5 

Scans to 
cover spots 

12 8 3 

 
Table 1: Comparison of classic and miniaturized  

parallel microscopy  
 

Furthermore, aberrations scale down with the lens size. 
The maximum degree of parallelism can be achieved 
ideally, if the ratio of FoV/D is one. Table 1 shows a 
comparison between a classic fluorescence objective, a 
micro lens array approach and a GRIN-rod lens system [1]. 

 
Substrate

GRIN rod

GRIN rod

Sensor Light source

Beam splitter

Substrate

GRIN rod

GRIN rod

Sensor Light source

Beam splitter

 
 

Fig. 1: GRIN-lens approach for fluorescence microscopy.  
The imaging and illumination paths are separated  

by a beam splitter. 

Fig: 1 depicts an illustration of the micro-integrated 
parallel microscope system. In the top layer are the front 
imaging lenses, the intermediate layer consists of beam 
splitters and in the bottom layer the collimation lenses and 
the imaging lenses are mounted. 

The GRIN-rod lens system from table 1 was designed by 
optimizing the length of available GRIN-rod lenses and the 
parameter n4 of the index distribution using a Zemax 
simulation. 

 
The beam splitters were replicated with a UV-curable 

polymer from a negative metal master fabricated by micro-
diamond turning at the LFM in Bremen. The master and the 
replication are shown in figure 2 and 3.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2: Metal master for fabrication of the beam splitters.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3:: Replication in a transparent polymer  
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Efficient coupling using GRIN-rod lenses 
 
 

F. Merchán, K.-H. Brenner 
 

 
In optical communication systems the key factor for 

assuring a high signal quality is the light efficiency of the 
coupling system. The divergent beam coming from a 
VCSEL has to be coupled into the optical fiber at the sender 
side and for the receiver the beam coming from the optical 
fiber has to be coupled into the photodiode. In order to 
collect the divergent light we proposed the use of a GRIN-
rod lens [1]. We compared mathematical models, 
simulations and laboratory experiments in order to confirm 
the increment of coupling efficiency when using this device 
in a coupling system. 

For the description of the GRIN lens the paraxial 
approximation of the ABCD Matrix was used in which a 
perfect imaging can be achieved, when the working 
distances fulfill the following equation: 

( ) ( )2 0 2 1 0 2

0 2
0

atan 2 atan 2

2

r r

r

d n n d n n

L
n n

n
π

− + −

+ − =
 

which is valid for a parabolic index profile of the form 
2

0 2( ) rn r n n r= +  

 

 
Fig. 1: Imaging through a GRIN lens. 

 
We use the Sellmeier formula in order to treat dispersion 
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that can be developed in a power series as follows 
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The theoretical model was compared to experimental 
results. The setup of fig. 2 was used to evaluate the image 
definition and some statistical measures like FWHM (Full 
Width at Half Maximum) of intensity distributions at 
different work distances. 

 
Fig. 2: Sketch of the first setup for verification of the GRIN 

imaging characteristics  
In the fig. 3 some images of the end surfaces of GRIN lens 

and imaged fiber end surface are shown 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: End Surface of the GRIN rod (left) and of the fiber (right) 
The fig. 4 shows that the results predicted by theory and 

those obtained in practice are in good agreement. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: comparison of calculation, simulation and measurement 
 

The coupling efficiency was considerably increased by 
using a GRIN-rod lens.  
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Fabrication of integrated optical coupling structures 
 
 

F. Merchán, K.-H. Brenner 
 

 
High speed short-range interconnects have become a 

multidisciplinary research since the data links consist not 
only of electrical- but also of optical components. This 
combination offers at first, a utilization of the advantages of 
optics over electronics for signal transmission such as lower 
energy, lower noise-figure and light-weight cables and 
second, it also offers the advantages of electrical connectors 
like simplification of the handling, which is often difficult 
with optical connectors. 

 
The research in this project is based on the design [1], 

integration and fabrication [2] of optical micro-couplers and 
the design of the electronic systems used for the test of the 
optical systems. The optical system is shown in figure 1. 
The coupler integrates mechanical systems like the funnel, 
the guide and the spacer; optical systems like the fiber, the 
(Gradient Index) GRIN-Lens and the mirror; and the 
optoelectronic components, in this case a VCSEL with the 
correspondent electrical connections. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1: 3D model of the optical system used to couple light from a 
VCSEL into a multi-mode fiber. 

 
The optical micro-coupler is fabricated using plastic 

replication of metal masters. The metal masters are 
fabricated using a High-Speed-Cutting (HSC) machine for 
the shape and a robot lapping for the finish of the optical 
surfaces. The masters were manufactured with an accuracy 
of about 1µm and the surfaces had a roughness of about 10 
nm after polishing. 

 
In order to increase the coupling efficiency, a GRIN-lens 

can be introduced into the coupling system. The imaging 
properties of GRIN-lenses have been studied and 
characterized. One of the most relevant results is shown in 
figure 3. There, the comparison between two systems with 
and without GRIN-lens shows the advantages of using a 

GRIN-lens when the working distance between the VCSEL 
and the fiber is above 70 µm. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Fabricated single channel metal-master 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Comparison of  coupled power for two systems:  
with and without GRIN-lens 
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Non-stereoscopic method for deflectometric measurement of 
reflecting surfaces 

 
 

E. Slogsnat, K.-H. Brenner 
 
 

Introduction 
In systems biology there is a demand for accelerated im-

age acquisition, especially when performing genome-wide 
screens. 

In this research project a method was developed to elimi-
nate the focus search, which is the most time-critical factor. 
Focussing is needed, when different positions on a substrate 
are examined. The refocusing is necessary due to the defor-
mations of the glass substrates used in microscopy. These 
are 50- to 100-times larger than the depth of field. By elimi-
nating the focusing step, the data throughput is enhanced 
significantly. 

 
Ambiguity of surface normal determination 

Deflectometry is used to determine the height deviations 
of the glass layer. In deflectometry, the slopes of the surface 
can be measured by observing a regular pattern, reflected 
from the glass surface. 

General deflectometric methods are subject to an ambigu-
ity regarding the determination of the surface normals. As-
suming that the position of one point in the pattern is found 
in the sensor plane, the corresponding camera ray can be 
calculated directly. Back tracking this ray yields many pos-
sible surfaces – and therefore normals – which reflect the 
pattern point into the camera. 

This approach uses a priori information about the surface 
and an iterative algorithm to resolve this ambiguity. 

 
Non-stereoscopic surface reconstruction  

It is assumed that the surface has a smooth height distribu-
tion without discontinuities and that its borders lie on a hold-
ing frame (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1: Original surface lying on a frame and two reconstructed 
surfaces with wrong start heights 

A self-consistent iterative method is used to reconstruct a 
surface corresponding to a given start height. The height 
values are approximated from gradient data by shifted base 
functions. 

The first reconstruction is done with an arbitrary start 
height. If the start height does not match the correct one the 
reconstructed surface shows a slight deformation and – im-
portantly here – a characteristic tilt (Fig. 1). 

The tilt is visible in the difference between the minima in 
the surface’s frame regions: 

min 1 2min minregion regionh∆ = −  

If the absolute value of minh∆  is equal or below a given 

threshold, the algorithm stops and the height distribution of 
the measured surface is obtained with high accuracy. 

In the other case, the sign of minh∆  defines the direction 

in which the start height has to be altered. If minh∆  is posi-

tive, the start height has to be increased, if minh∆  is negative 

the start height has to be decreased. The step size is de-
creased, if a change in the direction occurs. Then another 
reconstruction with the new value is performed. 

Fig. 2 shows the reconstruction result for a simulated 
height distribution. 
 

 

Fig. 2: Reconstructed height distribution and absolute value of the 
difference between reconstructed and simulated height distribution 
(units: mm) 
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Miniaturized parallel microscopy 
 
 

E. Slogsnat, K.-H. Brenner 
 
 

Introduction 
When performing genome-wide screens in systems biol-

ogy, a large number of single experiments is observed with 
fluorescence-microscopy. Typically automated wide-field 
microscopes are used for this task. 

To accelerate the image acquisition, an optical system for 
a miniaturized parallel fluorescence-microscope was de-
signed. 

 
Parallelization 

The ratio of lens diameter to field of view (DL/FOV) is a 
limiting factor for the parallelization. In addition to the de-
gree of parallelization Nscan , the scan distance dscan and the 
velocity vscan , the scanning time T primarily depends on this 
factor: 

1

v

scanL

scan scan

dD
T

FOV N
=  

 
Scaling of an Optical System 

When scaling an optical system down, the off-axis aberra-
tions are also scaled, which is advantageous regarding the 
FOV. 

It can be shown, that an advantageous ratio DL/FOV is 
reached by scaling down the system (scaling factor s < 1). 
Additionally the parallelization in the scan direction can be 
used more efficiently. 

Then the following relationship applies for the scan time 
T: 

T s s�  
 
Conceptual Design 

The optical system consists of three layers: To guide the 
excitation light to the object, a beamsplitter layer resides 
between two GRIN-lens arrays, which are fixed on glass 
substrates (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1: Integration scheme of the miniaturized parallel fluores-
cence-microscope 

Demonstrator 
To analyze the image quality and the assembly of the lay-

ers, a demonstrator for the imaging path was set up (Fig. 2 
and Fig. 3). 

 

 
Fig. 2: Sketch of the optical demonstrator system. 

 
Fig. 3: Left: SU-8 mounting structure; Middle: GRIN-lenses on the 
image side; Right: GRIN-lenses on the object side 

The optical system was optimized for use with the fluoro-
phore DAPI. The assembled demonstrator consists of four 
parallel optical channels with an NA of 0.44, a magnifica-
tion of 4.29, a field of view of 400 µm and a lens diameter 
of 2 mm. With this system 125 line pairs/mm were resolved 
precisely (Fig. 4). 

  

 
Fig. 4: 125 line pairs/mm (Left: simulation, Right: demonstrator) 
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Guiding structures for splicing single-mode fibres  
using deep UV lithography fabrication 

 
X.  Liu, K.-H.  Brenner 

 
 

Optical fibres are used in a range of data communication 
applications, such as Wide Area Networks, Fibre-to-the-
Home, Rack-to-rack interconnects. Since single-mode (SM) 
fibres can realize the transmission of broadband signals, a 
cost-efficient coupling method for SM fibres becomes in-
creasingly important. The splicing method introduced here is 
executable with standard instruments. The splicing proce-
dure is simple and quick. The transmission loss, however, 
resembles values achievable through the conventional ther-
mal splicing, requiring trained personnel with special equip-
ment. 

Deep lithography is used here for the fabrication of a pre-
cise guide structure for aligning SM fibres. During splicing, 
the fibre ends are aligned precisely in the guide structure. 
Finally they are bonded using a UV curing adhesive. Figure 
1 shows the layout of the guide structure. The slight tapering 
(figure 1a) allows easy insertion of the fibres. The narrowing 
of the guide channel toward the substrate surface (figure 1b) 
guarantees that the fibres are clamped to the substrate. To 
minimize angular misalignment the guide structure is 6 mm 
in length. It is divided into several sub-segments to reduce 
stress induced by thermal expansion. By a replication proc-
esses, these guide structures can be fabricated cost-
efficiently and precisely in large numbers. 

 
Fig. 1: (a) Layout of the guide structures, each with a length of 

6mm. (b) An undercut sidewall profile. (c) A set of guide structures 
with coupling fibres inserted. 

The lithographic process comprises the following steps: 
substrate cleaning and dehydrating, photo resist spinning, 
pre-bake, exposure, post-exposure bake and development. A 
detailed description with initial parameters can be found in 
[1]. In prior experiments, the guide structures were success-
fully implemented in the construction of a fibre resonator on 
a so-called “Atom Chip”. Calculated from the measured 
finesse of the resonator, a transmission loss of 0.013dB was 
achieved in the experiment [1]. 

In our experiments, a negative copy of a master from a 
lithographic process was formed in a thermally cured poly-
mer, PDMS. This copy was then used as master in the next 
UV replication process. The PDMS stamp can be used more 
than 50 times and remains useable over several months. 
From the negative PDMS stamp a positive copy was subse-

quently formed in a UV curable polymer. This is the final 
guide structure that was used for splicing. A detailed de-
scription of thermal and UV replication with initial parame-
ters can be found in [2]. Before the splicing procedure, SM 
fibres were polished to attain clean fibre ends. The fibres 
were then inserted into the channel until they “touch” each 
other in the middle of channel, whereupon a drop of UV 
adhesive is applied and subsequently cured by exposure 
under a UV light. The undercut sidewall profile clamps the 
fibres and ensures their position with a lateral misalignment 
smaller than 0.5µm. Despite the small tolerances, the fibres 
can be moved by hand longitudinally inside the channel and 
can be freely manoeuvred in proximity to each other up to a 
separation distance of 5µm. 

In the splicing procedure, a small gap between the fibre 
ends is bridged with UV adhesive polymer. The loss caused 
by mismatch-induced reflection can be estimated from the 
refractive indices (figure 2 left). Another contribution to the 
transmission loss originates from divergence of the beam in 
the gap between the fibre ends. This loss can be calculated 
by use of the overlap integral (figure 2 middle). A signifi-
cant contribution to transmission loss is caused by lateral 
misalignment of the fibre cores. It can result from imperfect 
centring during manufacture and also from improper align-
ment of the fibres during the splicing procedure. This loss 
can also be determined by the overlap integral (figure 2 
right). 

 
Fig. 2: Transmission loss through multiple reflection (left), diver-

gence loss (middle) and loss caused by decentring (right). The 
wavelength assumed for the calculation was 650nm. 

To analyse the coupling efficiency, two 5m SM fibres 
were bonded. Figure 3 illustrates the measurement setup. 
The net loss caused only by splicing amounted to 0.144dB. 

 
Fig. 3: Measurement setup for determination of transmission loss 

after splicing. 
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